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I Fix TLS 1.2 Issues at Apache Server not Getting A Grade at www.SSLLABS.com

The site ssllabs.com is very cool and useful. Their security checking is really authentic, and
awesome. I stumbled on that site from trying to install some paypal API on my currently
developing web stores.
If you or anyone you know own important website or ecommerce business, be sure to test the
domain URL there and get an A--anything below is not acceptable and below standards. My site
www.aaw.link has grade A. Taking care of encryption weaknesses in various issues also take
care of possible relating attack methods to your entire server and also security for your
customers. That SSL lab site automatically checks them for you and makes simulated attacks...
There are never ending ways to learn in the world of cyber security. I don't claim to know it all. I
estimate that my ad-hoc knowledge is only about 25% the most in cyber security field although
my theoretical knowledge is at least at about 75%. No time to use or experiment every idea I
have... However, when I compared myself to many ignorant phony liars out there, I know my
knowledge and capabilities stand at above 90%. So many ignorant liars and phonies in the
world... Many employees who hold titles in multi-billion dollars companies are there because
they passed all the phoniness of hiring process garbage lying conversations and activities. They
are there NOT because they are so good, educated, and skillful.
Just out of curiosity, I tested facebook.com at ssllabs.com and found it to be shameful B rating.
LOL! Remember, I pointed out before that facebook server was also shamefully vulnerable to
various DDoS attacks, Sniffing Attacks, and now I found out it was also vulnerable to many
attacks to exploit in TLS configuration issues.
Facebook employees are so dumb that they sent over 100 million dollars to cheesy email fraud
con. Facebook COO was getting pounded badly yesterday (Sep 5, 2018) and continuously at
USA Congress investigations. That COO woman sounded so stupid and pathetic. She looked so
lame and ugly too. Their stock price is tumbling. I like facebook, but I know this shit site isn't
worth to be a 400 billions+ company. When Congress senators talked to Mark Zuckerberg a few
months ago, they (the congress people) sounded so stupid, and paranoid idiots-- they had no idea
about technologies. However, now they are questioning facebook's numbers in money
(income/revenue) and business integrity. Now that facebook COO sounded like an idiot who had
no idea about how her company makes money...

